New Siftings issue 8
September 2021
Welcome to issue 8 …..
In it you’ll find
An update from Mike
Report back on the evening at Walton 26 August
Report from the Walton test pit weekend
An update on the dig at Shawell
Finds analysis meeting – 25 September
You’ll also find, as usual,
News from Leicestershire, Rugby and elsewhere
Contact details and links
If you’d like to share any news, activities or thoughts with the group then please send them, and
ideas for future items, plus any issues with links or typos to Hilary Calow calow888@gmail.com
Our best wishes to you all.

An update from Mike
We have been fortunate that the weather has allowed us press on with the various activities as
planned. Now that we are running into autumn and winter we will be limited as to what we can
do, other than fieldwalking - should the fields become available.
It is a good time for reflection, especially after such a turbulent period, which means we will be
planning our activities, based on what we have achieved and what we believe are our objectives
for the future.
It has been great to see new members and we will look to develop a more visible profile through a
variety of media opportunities. We have also been joined by members of the Rugby
Archaeological Society on several occasions, and this may present more opportunities for liaison
in the future.
The passing of Graham Morgan has been a great blow and we will miss the guidance and support
he gave us despite his illness.
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26 August - LFAG and village evening at Walton
Village Hall – a great success!
Having been told that the turnout could be around 5 or 6 people we were a little concerned as to
how the evening would pan out. In the end it was a great success. We provided free drinks and
nibbles and raised more than £80 for the village hall. Around 40 people joined us to hear Mike’s
talk on Lost Walton. We were able to display the finds from the test pits already completed and
this provoked some good discussion. As a result, we have secured further test pits as well as
increasing awareness locally.

Walton dig weekend
We dug two test pits in Walton over the weekend of 21/22 August. The first was at Cruck Cottage
and with people who had previously helped the Walton Community dig in 2019. They had
arranged for some friends they made during that dig to help along with three LFAG volunteers.
This was a particularly interesting location as the house stands at the junction of Hall Lane, The
Cross and Chapel Lane. Carol who led this dig concluded:
“ The presence of early post-medieval pottery accords with the site’s position within the historic
settlement core and implies occupation at the site
before the present house. This pottery was found
in the soil beneath the cobbles in the north-west
corner but above two later post-medieval
earthenware sherds suggesting that there had
been soil disturbance before the cobbled surface
was laid. In the south section of the test pit the
presence of cobbles supports the idea that a
sloping cobbled surface had extended further
than originally thought across the present garden
but had been lifted to allow the laying of the
service pipes. The incidence of ceramic building
material suggests the demolition of earlier
buildings. Evidence of fire was seen in a layer of
burnt material that was visible in the south
section above the cobbles and on the adjacent
surface at 20 cm.”
You can see that the garden Carol was working in
was quite small. Carol was helped by Andrew
(pictured) and Elizabeth, the house owners. The cobbles taken out are shown as they determined
the location of the pit.
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The second test pit was dug in Orchards which backed onto Cruck Cottage.
This garden, in the past, had been part of the
National Garden Scheme and open to the public.
The garden was approximately 1 acre, but
location of the pit was difficult, due to the
landscaping and we placed a pit in what had been
a vegetable patch.
The first 500mm was all fill with virtually no finds,
while the next layer produced nothing at all, and
it was only at 700mm when we located a piece of
Saxo/Norman pottery that we could say that this
may have been original stratification. We will
return next year after a more promising area of
the garden has been cleared.
Neil and Phil are pictured being helped by one of
the house owner’s children. Digging and sieving
was very easy due to previous cultivation but the
rain did make things somewhat claggy.

Shawell Dig 11-24 September
We set aside the 11th to 24th of September, to open 3 trenches on the circular features that had
appeared on the Drone pictures and were clearly showing on the ground.
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Prior to starting we marked up the
relevant positions and worked with
three teams.
While on site we took the opportunity
to dig an area that had given high
metal readings.

Just under the surface in a 1m square test pit we found
an axe head (don't get excited) - it proved to be quite
modern.
We dug down to
1.1 metres and,
while the pit
probably went
deeper, we felt that the overhang presented a possible risk.
The whole pit had been backfilled and so we had minimal
stratification and paucity of finds. The most interesting sherd
was that of Shelly ware, which had been found on the site
elsewhere.

Trenches 1 and 2 were located nearer to the old railway line and we had concerns that maybe some
debris may have been dumped there at the time of building. Neither of these two trenches yielded
anything of interest, with minimal sherds, in fact it would be hard to suggest it was even field
scatter!! We have been spoilt on this site in the past because we could almost guarantee finding
Roman pottery, and even Iron Age pottery, wherever we dug. We were also quite close to trench 15
which had given us the Bronze Age cremation and Roman baby burials. So the fact we found nothing
was proof that pottery was not scattered throughout the field but was actually concentrated in
certain areas.
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Trench 3 was north west of the outer enclosure ditch identified on
the Geophysics and did have just a couple of Roman sherds. We also
found what may have been a posthole (see left), although no dating
evidence was available.
We have one more target to look at and that is the possible
trackway which passes through the field. It was suggested that the
field displayed an iron Age settlement overlaid with a Roman field
system and maybe occupation. On that basis we need to know if the
trackway is contemporary with the other features.

Shawell Hall test trenches.
We were asked to dig two trenches outside the hall, one to locate buried cobbles which formed a
vehicle hard standing area and the other to run alongside the drive leading to the church.
The trench by the side of the track appeared to be totally fill as there was no definite stratification.
There had been extensive rabbit activity and, we assume, they had dragged down various
miscellaneous items such as a cellophane wrapper marked 2p off! Early photographs show that the
area had previously been a farmyard and we probably managed to dig where there has originally
been a tree lining the drive. A mix of sherds were found and included some Roman greyware and
Medieval.
Although we didn’t locate the cobbles there was good stratification and Steph and Neil found a coin!
It's a Hans Krauwinkel I Nuremberg jetton Rose and Orb dating
from 1553-1573. They managed to pick out a small section of
lettering and matched it to inscriptions we found online. The
outer inscription says GOTES
SEGEN MACHT REICH which
translates as God's blessings
brings riches.
It seems that this one was not
made in Britain as it doesn't
have a central punch hole which
all jettons made here have.
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25th September Finds Analysis Training
16 people attended the finds analysis training at the Methodist Church with Pete Liddle and Mat
Morris from ULAS.
Peter made a short
presentation on pottery finds
and then we got to the nitty
gritty of identifying both finds
that we had brought along
and some that Mat had
previously found. This was an
initial Fieldworkers training
course and will be rolled out
to the members when they
are able to restart general
training.

News from the Leicestershire Fieldworkers
https://leicsfieldworkers.co.uk/

Upcoming talks (on zoom):
•
•

November 18th, 7.30pm: Jennifer Browning from ULAS on recent ULAS excavations
January 20th, 7.30pm: Rebecca Wragg Sykes on Kindred: Neanderthal Life, Love, Death and
Art (in association with the Prehistoric Society). If you haven’t read her book, it’s fantastic!

Online recordings available:
• Exploring the prehistoric landscapes of south Leicestershire https://youtu.be/EGiOzrDVJNA
• Albion digs up some of Leicestershire’s and Rutland’s past https://youtu.be/-UAkXXgZcKA (at
the request of the speaker, this talk is for Fieldworkers only and can only be accessed with this
link)
• The archaeology of Leicester’s lost medieval churches https://youtu.be/1IUWChC2inU
ULAS have also published a new book on ‘Life in Roman and Medieval Leicester’ a monograph
based around the excavations of the Highcross Shopping Centre. https://shop.le.ac.uk/productcatalogue/books-and-gifts/leicester-archaeology-monographs/life-in-roman-and-medievalleicester-excavations-in-the-towns-northeast-quarter-19582006 to order a copy. The book is 640
pages, colour, hardback and retails at £49.95.

The Arch-I-Scan Project at ULAS
Arch-I-Scan Project is an interdisciplinary research project based at the University of Leicester,
which is developing a state of the art image-recognition and machine-learning service to identify
Roman pottery remains.
Arch-I-Scan is holding two free public events in November as part of the UK’s Being Human
Festival. They will explore ‘Artificial Intelligence and Roman Pottery’ through a hands-on activity
which is suitable for children and adults alike. During this event, attendees will work with the
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Arch-I-Scan Project research team to experience how cutting-edge technology can be used to shed
new light on eating and drinking in the Roman world. Participants will be supervised by project
members in using their own mobile phones to record Roman pottery fragments and will learn
about how Arch-I-Scan is using artificial intelligence to identify Roman pots and sherds.
We will be running these interactive events over two days and locations. To find out more about
the events and to book your place in advance, please follow the links below:
• Friday 19 November, University of Leicester

https://beinghumanfestival.org/events/artificial-intelligence-roman-pottery-19
• Saturday 20 November, Leicester Museum and Art Gallery

https://beinghumanfestival.org/events/artificial-intelligence-roman-pottery

Mike Southall has already booked 6 tickets for the event on 19 November at 14.4515.30. Please contact him if you’d like to avail yourself of one of them.
*We highly recommend booking in advance, but we will also welcome drop-in participation as
space allows.
If you have any questions about the activity or would like help with your booking, please feel free
to get in touch with Victoria Szafara at vs210@leicester.ac.uk.

News from Rugby Archaeological Society
http://www.rugbyarchaeology.org.uk/
Rugby has a new Chairman following Dr Graham Morgan’s sad passing.
Jacob (Jake) Streatfeild-James, a long-standing member of the
society and a professional archaeologist, has been appointed as
the new chairman.
Rugby’s monthly talks started again in October (second Saturday
of the month), and Jake introduced himself, his background and
his thoughts on the future for the society.

The speaker at the next Rugby zoom meeting on 13
November will be Richard Osgood, MBE (left). The MOD’s
lead archaeologist, he looks after a vast estate of sites and
co-founded Operation Nightingale working with veterans.
He will be talking on “Several Months in the Country:
archaeology as recovery”. Contact Irene Glendenning
(csx128@coventry.ac.uk) for an invite.
(Photo credit: Adam Stanford & Aerial Cam)
The small display of finds from Shawell on exhibition in Rugby Museum closes November 2021.
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News from elsewhere
And from the BBC, a wonderful stream of archaeology news……
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/topics/c1038wnxyy0t/archaeology
which included this on witch marks in Kibworth (thank you Judith)
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-leicestershire-58259268.amp

Contact names and details
Chairman: Mike Southall
Contact Mike with ideas for future activities, what you’d like the group to
do (or not do) and if you want to help with farmer liaison.
michael.southall@mypostoffice.co.uk

Secretary: Steph Horak
Contact Steph on data protection, health and safety and our circulation
list.
stephhorak@gmail.com

Treasurer: Carol Cambers
Contact Carol about subscriptions and our work with schools.
carolcam47@btinternet.com
We must make a small charge to maintain eligibility for insurance cover.
For 2022 fees will be £5 for individual memberships and £6 for families at
the same address.

New Siftings feedback and input: Hilary Calow calow888@gmail.com
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